Introduction
The discipline of information theory was founded by Claude Shannon in a truly remarkable paper [28] which laid down the foundations of the subject. We begin with a quote from this paper which is an excellent summary of the main concern of information theory:
The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one point either exactly or approximately a message selected at another point.
Quantum information theory is motivated largely by the same problem, the difference being that either the method of reproduction or the message itself involves fundamentally quantum effects. For many years, information theorists either ignored quantum effects or approximated them to make them susceptible to classical analysis; it was only in the last decade or so that the systematic study of quantum information theory began. We next give a quote from John R. Pierce which shows roughly the state of quantum information theory a quarter century ago. In a 1973 retrospective [25] , celebrating the 25th anniversary of Shannon's paper, Pierce says I think that I have never met a physicist who understood information theory. I wish that physicists would stop talking about reformulating information theory and would give us a general expression for the capacity of a channel with quantum effects taken into account rather than a number of special cases.
In retrospect, this quote seems both optimistic and pessimistic. It was certainly pessimistic in that there are now many physicists who understand information theory, and I believe that even when Pierce wrote this, there were several who did. Ironically, one of the first fundamental theorems of quantum information theory was proved in the same year [17] . On the other hand, Pierce was quite optimistic in that he seems to have believed that finding the capacity of a quantum channel would be fairly straightforward for a physicist with the right background. This has not proven to be the case; even now, we do not have a general formula for the capacity of a quantum channel. However, there have been several recent fundamental advances made in this direction, and I describe these in this paper.
Shannon theory
Shannon's 1948 paper [28] contained two theorems for which we will be giving quantum analogs. The first of these is the source coding theorem, which gives a formula for how much a source emitting random signals can be compressed, while still permitting the original signals to be recovered with high probability. Shannon's source coding theorem states that outputs of a source 
where information theorists generally take the logarithm base 2 (thus obtaining bits as the unit of information).
The second of these theorems is the channel coding theorem, which states that with high probability, uses of a noisy channel
bits reliably, where C is the channel capacity given by
Here the maximum is taken over all probability distributions on inputs 
In this paper, I outline the progress that has been made in extending these formulae to quantum channels, while also taking a few side detours that address related problems and results in quantum information theory. I will keep this paper at a fairly low technical level, so I only sketch the proofs for some of the results I mention.
When the formula for mutual information is extended to the quantum case, two generalizations have been found that both give capacities of a quantum channel, although these capacities differ in both the resources that the sender and receiver have available and the operations they are permitted to carry out. One of these formulae generalizes the expression (3) and the other the expression (4); these expressions are equal in the classical case.
Quantum mechanics
Before we can start talking about quantum information theory, I need to give a brief description of some of the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics. The first of these principles that we present is the superposition principle. In its most basic form, this principle says that if a quantum system can be in one of . Multiplying a quantum state vector by a complex phase factor (a unit complex number) does not change any properties of the system, so mathematically the state of a quantum system is a point in projective complex space. Unless otherwise stated, however, we will denote quantum states by unit vectors in a complex vector space d . We will be dealing solely with finite dimensional vector spaces. Quantum information theory is already complicated enough in finite dimensions without introducing the additional complexity of infinite-dimensional vector spaces. Many of the theorems we will be discussing do indeed generalize naturally to infinite-dimensional spaces.
A qubit is a two-dimensional quantum system. Probably the most widely known qubit is the polarization of a photon, and we will thus be using this example in the remainder of the paper. For the polarization of a photon, there can only be two distinguishable states. If one sends a photon through a birefringent crystal, it will take one of two paths, depending on its polarization. By re-orienting this crystal, these two distinguishable polarization states can be chosen to be horizontal and vertical, or they can be chosen to be right diagonal and left diagonal. In accordance with the superposition principle, each of these states can be expressed as a complex combination of basis states in the other basis. 
The inner product of this state with the GHZ state (7) is , so the probability of observing the state (9) when measuring all three qubits in the D basis is
. It is easy to check that similarly, the probability of observing any of the states of (8) 
Here, it is easy to check that if we measure the GHZ state (7) in this basis, we will always observe an odd number of 2 's. We can now show that it is impossible to assign measurement outcomes to each of the qubits independent of the basis that the other qubits are measured in, and remain consistent with the predictions of quantum mechanics. Consider the following The last entry in each row gives the parity of the number of 2 's if the three qubits are measured in the bases given by the first three entries of the row. Suppose there is a definite outcome assigned to each qubit for each of the two possible measurement bases. Since each basis appears for each qubit exactly twice in the table, the total number of 2 's in the table would thus have to be even. However, the results predicted by quantum mechanics (the fourth column) are that the total number of 's in the table is odd. This implies that the outcome of at least one measurement on one qubit must depend on the measurements which are made on the other qubits, and that this must hold even if the qubits are spatially separated. It can be shown, however, that this correlation cannot be used to transmit any information between people holding these various qubits; for example, the probability that a qubit is found to be¨( ) is onehalf independent of the measurements on the other qubits, so which measurements are chosen for the other qubits do not affect this probability (although the outcomes of these measurements may).
The next fundamental principle of quantum mechanics we discuss is the linearity principle. This principle states that an isolated quantum system undergoes linear evolution. Because the quantum systems we are considering are finite dimensional vector spaces, a linear evolution of these can be described by multiplication by a matrix. It is fairly easy to check that in order to make the probabilities sum to one, we must restrict these matrices to be unitary (a matrix is unitary if ' H
; unitary matrices are the complex matrices which take unit vectors to unit vectors).
Although many explanations of quantum mechanics restrict themselves to pure states (unit vectors), for quantum information theory we need to treat probability distributions over quantum states. These naturally give rise to objects called density matrices. For an -dimensional quantum state space, a density matrix is an , and for most of this paper we denote ¥ e by . Density matrices arise naturally from quantum states in two ways. The first way in which density matrices arise is from probability distributions over quantum states. Suppose that we have a system which is in state $ with probability $ . The corresponding density matrix is
An important fact about density matrices is that the density matrix for a system gives as much information as possible about experiments performed on the system. That is, any two systems with the same density matrix £ cannot be distinguished by experiments, provided that no extra side information is given about these systems.
The other way in which density matrices arise is through disregarding part of an entangled quantum state. Recall that two systems in an entangled (pure) state have a definite quantum state when considered jointly, but each of the two systems individually cannot be said to have a definite state. Suppose that we have a pure state
. If we can only see the first part of the system, this part behaves as though it is in the state
is the partial trace operator. Consider a joint system in the state
In this example, the dimension of¨¦ is 3 and the dimension of¨ § is the size of the matrices¯$ μ . The partial trace of
Although the above formula also determines the partial trace when we trace over¨ § , through a change of coordinates, it is instructive to give this explicitly:
The final ingredient we need before we can start explaining quantum information theory is a von Neumann measurement. We have seen examples of this process before, while explaining the superposition principle and the GHZ non-locality proof; however, we have not yet given the general mathematical formulation of a von Neumann measurement. Suppose that we have an -dimensional quantum system¨. A von Neumann measurement corresponds to a complete set of orthogonal subspaces 
Von Neumann entropy
We are now ready to consider quantum information theory. We will start by defining the entropy of a quantum system. To give some intuition for this definition, we first consider some special cases. states, and the entropy should intuitively be less than bits. By thermodynamic arguments involving the increase in entropy associated with the work extracted from a system, von Neumann deduced that the (von Neumann) entropy of a quantum system with density matrix 
so that the von Neumann entropy of a density matrix is the Shannon entropy of the eigenvalues. (Recall
.) This definition is easily seen to agree with the Shannon entropy in the classical case, where all the states are distinguishable.
Source coding
Von Neumann developed the above definition of entropy for thermodynamics. One can ask whether this is also the correct definition of entropy for information theory. We will first give the example of quantum source coding [20, 26] , also called Schumacher compression, for which we will see that it is indeed the right definition. We consider a memoryless quantum source that at each time step emits the pure state $ with probability $
. We would like to encode this signal in as few qubits as possible, and send them to a receiver who will then be able to reconstruct the original state. Naturally, we will not be able to transmit the original state flawlessly. In fact, the receiver cannot even reconstruct the original state perfectly most of the time, which is the situation that is possible in classical communication theory. Unlike classical signals, however, quantum states are not completely distinguishable theoretically, so reconstructing the original state most of the time is too stringent a requirement. What we will require is that the receiver be able to reconstruct a state which is almost completely indistinguishable from the original state nearly all the time. For this we need a measure of indistinguishability; we will use a measure called fidelity. 
. The fidelity measures the probability of success of a test which determines whether the output is the same as the input.
Before I can continue to sketch the proof of the quantum source coding theorem, I need to review the proof of the classical source coding theorem. Suppose we have a memoryless source, i.e., a source 
is the density matrix for the source, and where we are using a block length for our compression scheme. We take the vector
and make the von Neumann measurement that projects it into either
, our compression algorithm has failed and we can send anything; this does not degrade the fidelity of our transmission greatly, because this is a low probability event.
Why did this work? The main element of the proof is to show that the probability that we project 
Accessible information
The next concept is that of accessible information. Here, we again have a source emitting state £ $ with probability $
. Note that now, the states £ emitted may be density matrices rather than pure states. We will ask a different question this time. We now want to obtain as much information as possible about the sequence of signals emitted by the source. That is, we wish to maximize the mutual information To find the accessible information, we need to maximize over all measurements. For this, we need to be able to characterize all possible quantum measurements. It turns out that von Neumann measurements are not the most general class of quantum measurements; the most general measurements are the positive operator valued measurements, or POVM's. One way to describe these is as von Neumann measurements on a quantum space larger than the original space; that is, by supplementing the quantum state space by an ancilla space and taking a von Neumann measurement on the joint state space.
For a POVM, we are given a set of positive semidefinite matrices . We will not prove it here, but the optimal measurement for these is the von Neumann measurement with two orthogonal vectors symmetric around and . That is, the measurement with projectors ½ ' ae ã
This measurement is symmetric with respect to interchanging t ê and , and it leads to a binary symmetric channel with error probability Note that in our first example, the optimum measurement was a von Neumann measurement. If there are only two states in an ensemble, it has been conjectured that the measurement optimizing accessible information is always a von Neumann measurement, mainly because extensive computer experiments have not found a counterexample [11] . This conjecture has been proven for quantum states in two dimensions [22] . Our next example shows that this conjecture does not hold for ensembles composed of three or more states.
Our second example is three photons with polarizations that differ by . The correct theorem is somewhat stronger, and we will shortly state it. The first published proof of this theorem was given by Holevo [17] . It was earlier conjectured by Gordon [12] and stated by Levitin with no proof [21] .
Theorem (Holevo) 
The conditions for equality in this result are known. If all the £ y $ commute, then they are simultaneously diagonalizable, and the situation is essentially classical. In this case,
The classical capacity of a quantum channel
One can ask the question: is this quantity
the most information that one can send using the three states of our second example? The answer is, surprisingly, "no". Suppose that we use the three length-two codewords apart until they are all orthogonal. This measurement gives
bits, which is larger than i ¤ 4 1 6 t 8 2 t ¦ bits = 1.170 bits. In fact, 1.369 bits is larger than twice the maximum accessible information attainable by varying both the probability distribution and the measurement on the three states R ê , and . This maximum is attained using just two of these states, and is 2
. We thus find that block coding lets us achieve a better information transmission rate than
Having found that length two codewords work better than length one codewords, the natural question becomes: as the lengths of our codewords go to infinity, how well can we do. The answer is:
Theorem (Holevo [18] , Schumacher-Westmoreland [27] ): The classical capacity obtainable using codewords composed of signal states
£ $
, where the probability of using
We will later give a sketch of the proof of this formula in the special case where the £ $ are pure states. We will first ask: Does this formula give the capacity of a quantum channel ?
Before we address this question (we will not be able to answer it) we should give the general formulation of a quantum channel. If is a memoryless quantum communication channel, then it must take density matrices to density matrices. This means must be a trace preserving positive map. Here, trace preserving is required since it must preserve trace 1 matrices, and positive means it takes positive semidefinite matrices to positive semidefinite matrices. For to be a valid quantum map, it must have one more property: namely, it must be completely positive. This means that is positive even when it is tensored with the identity map. There is a theorem [16] that any such map can be expressed as
where ¡ $ are matrices such that
. A natural guess at the capacity of a quantum channel would be the maximum of ú over all possible distributions of channel outputs, that is,
since the sender can effectively communicate to the receiver any of the states ¤ £ $ ¦ . We do not know whether this is the capacity of a quantum channel; if the use of entanglement between separate inputs to the channel helps to increase channel capacity, it might be possible to exceed this 
Proving subadditivity of this quantity is easy. The question is whether strictly more capacity can be attained by using the tensor product of two channels jointly than by using them separately. We now return to the discussion of the proof of the Holevo-Schumacher-Westmoreland theorem in the special case where the £ $ are pure states. The proof of this case in fact appeared before the general theorem was proved [15] . The proof uses three ingredients. These are 1. random codes, 2. typical subspaces, 3. the square root measurement.
The square root measurement is also called the "pretty good" measurement, and we have already seen an example of it. Recall our second example for accessible information, where we took the three vectors $ © $
, where
. The optimal measurement for V Ä ñ & ñ on these vectors was the von Neumann measurement obtained by "pulling" them farther apart until they were orthogonal. This is, in fact, an example of the square root measurement.
Suppose that we are trying to distinguish between vectors
Ç
, which appear with equal probability (the square root measurement can also be defined for vectors having unequal probabilities, but we do not need this case). Let
so these à $ do indeed form a POVM. We can now give the coding algorithm for the capacity theorem for pure states. We choose
, where the $ are chosen at random with probability $
. We then use the codewords Ḉ to send information; we need to show that each codeword is can be identified with high probability.
To decode, we perform the following steps:
1. Project into the typical subspace 
The intuition for why this procedure works (this intuition is not even close to being rigorous; the proof works along substantially different lines) is that for this probability of error to be small, we need that h ý % Ḉ 
Quantum teleportation and superdense coding
In this section, we will first describe quantum teleportation, a surprising phenomenon which is an unusual means of transmitting a quantum state. It is impossible to send a quantum state over a classical channel. Quantum teleportation lets a sender and a receiver who share an EPR pair of qubits send two classical bits and use this EPR pair in order to communicate one qubit [5] . (See Figure 2. )
To perform teleportation, the sender starts with a qubit in an unknown state, which we take to be e # w È e w that he wishes to send to the receiver. He also has half of an EPR state which he shares with the receiver. The sender makes a joint measurement on the unknown qubit and half of his EPR state, and communicates the results (2 classical bits) to the receiver. The receiver then makes one of four unitary transformations (depending on the two classical bits he received) on his half of the EPR state to obtain the state 4 . all of which can be transformed into e # 9 w R b e w by the appropriate unitary transform. The sender needs to communicate to the receiver which of the four measurement outcomes was obtained (using two bits), and the receiver can then perform the appropriate unitary transform to obtain the original quantum state.
Quantum teleportation is a counterintuitive process, which at first sight seems to violate certain laws of physics; however, upon closer inspection one discovers that no actual paradoxes arise from teleportation. Teleportation cannot be used for superluminal communication, because the classical bits must travel at or slower than the speed of light. While a continuous quantum state appears to have been transported using two discrete bits, by Holevo's bound (24) one qubit can be used to transport at most one classical bit of information, so it is not possible to increase the capacity of a classical channel by encoding information in the teleported qubit. Finally, there is a theorem of quantum mechanics that an unknown quantum state cannot be duplicated [30] . However, the original state is necessarily destroyed by the measurement, teleportation cannot be used to clone a quantum state.
There is a converse process to teleportation, superdense coding, which uses a shared EPR pair and a single qubit to encode two classical bits [8] . In this protocol, the sender and receiver use the same operations as teleportation, but reverse their roles; the sender performs the unitary transformation and the receiver performs the measurement. (See A schematic drawing of superdense coding. The sender can communicate two classical bits to the receiver using one qubit and a shared EPR pair. Here, the sender makes the same unitary transformation that the receiver would make in quantum teleportation, and the receiver makes the joint measurement that the sender would make in quantum teleportation.
Other results from quantum information theory
In this final section, I briefly survey some other results of quantum information theory which were unjustly neglected by the previous sections of this paper.
Using teleportation, the sender can send the receiver qubits over a classical channel if they possess shared EPR pairs. Thus, shared EPR pairs (an instance of quantum entanglement) can be seen as a resource that lets these two parties send quantum information over a classical channel, a task that would otherwise be impossible. This leads to the question: how do you quantify entanglement? If two parties have copies of an entangled state £ , how many EPR pairs does this let them share? We will let the two parties use classical communication and perform local quantum operations on their own states, but no quantum communication and no quantum operations on the joint state space will be allowed. If £ is a pure state, then the answer is known and quite nice [4] . Let the two parties' quantum state spaces be
is a pure state, copies of Much like the classical capacity of a quantum channel, there is a nice expression which would be equal to the entanglement of formation if it could be proved to be additive. We call it the one-shot entanglement of formation, and it is the minimum average entanglement over ensembles of pure states whose density matrix is £ . That is,
We now give another capacity for quantum channels, one which has a capacity formula which can actually be proven. Suppose that we have a quantum channel . Recall that if is a noiseless quantum channel, and if the sender and receiver possess shared EPR pairs, they can use superdense coding to double the classical information capacity of . If is a noisy quantum channel, using shared EPR pairs can also increase the classical capacity of . We define the entanglement assisted capacity, The quantity being minimized in the above formula (35) is called quantum mutual information, and it is a generalization of the expression for mutual information in the form of Eq. (4). The proof of this result uses typical subspaces, superdense coding, the Holevo-Schumacher-Westmoreland theorem on the classical capacity of a quantum channel, and the strong subadditivity property of von Neumann entropy.
Finally, we briefly mention the problem of sending quantum information (i.e., a quantum state) over a noisy quantum channel. In this scenario, several of the theorems that make classical channel capacity behave so nicely are not true. Here, a back channel from the receiver to the sender increases the quantum channel capacity, leading to two quantum capacities,
U W
where the receiver has a classical back channel from himself to the sender, and
U ö U
, where all communication is from the sender to the receiver over the noisy quantum channel . There is a conjectured capacity formula for T are defined as in (35). The quantity being maximized is called the coherent information. We now need to take the maximum over the tensor product of uses of the channel, and let go to infinity, because unlike the classical (or the quantum) mutual information, the coherent information is not additive [10] . The quantity (36) is an upper bound for the quantum capacity of a noisy quantum channel [2] , and is conjectured to be equal to this capacity [19] .
There are many more results in quantum information theory, including several large areas that I have not discussed at all. I have not mentioned quantum error-correcting codes, which are the tools one needs to send quantum information over a noisy channel [13] . I have also not mentioned quantum cryptography, in connection with which there exist several recent security proofs [9, 23, 24, 29] , and associated results on tradeoffs between disturbing a quantum state and extracting information from it. Finally, I have not mentioned a large literature on entangled quantum states shared among more than two parties. I hope that this paper stimulates some readers to learn more about quantum information theory.
